HOTEL
BEL’CHIQUE
United Belgian Makers

Hotel Bel’chique is an inspiring hotel concept that features
10 Belgian high end brands who share a strong passion for
design and craftsmanship. Relying on 240 years of expertise,
they joined forces to share their knowledge and experience
with the international contract market.
The brands complement each other perfectly and show their
expertise in a real, stylish and inviting hotel setting. Their eye
for detail, outstanding quality and timeless designs inherent to
their Belgian roots, result in an inspiring total experience.
Hotel Bel’chique, an interesting and unique blend of Belgian
quality, design and trustable craftsmanship.

www.hotelbelchique.be

CASALIS
carpets,poufs & acoustics

CASALIS
carpets, poufs & acoustics

Casalis designs and produces contemporary interior
applications based on textiles, for private dwellings as well
as for public spaces. Carpets, objects and acoustic panels
which are functional as well as artistic meet the very highest
standards.
Curiosity, Respect and innovation/renewal are key.
Curiosity for our customers’ wishes and needs and for the
innovative ideas our designers come up with. Respect for
good and innovative design which offers designers the
opportunity to develop themselves and us the opportunity to
surprise and delight. Respect for the traditional human crafts
and skills and curiosity after technological developments and
the most modern production techniques.
Respect for Nature and the diversity of raw materials which
this world provides us with: we make products with a long life
span and with a timeless design.

www.casalis.be
| Stasegemsesteenweg 72, 8500 Kortrijk, Belgium | info@casalis.be |

DEKNUDT
mirrors

DEKNUDT
mirrors

Find out what a great mirror can do for your interior.
Specialized in top quality mirrors since 1946, we master every
step from conception to production. Our mirrors are created
by our in-house design team, or together with international
top designers.
With full production facilities in the very centre of Europe,
Deknudt Mirrors offers you high quality services for residential
and hospitality projects, with a variety of customisation
possibilities.
Additionally our company provides you with a selection of
models from overseas manufacturers.
With Deknudt Mirrors you find the widest possible choice in
decorative mirrors. That is why our mirrors are found all over
the world.
Check out our user-friendly website which guides you to the
mirror you are looking for.

www.deknudtmirrors.com
| Kasteelstraat 10, 8540 Deerlijk, Belgium | info@deknudtmirrors.com |
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DURLET
Seating and upholstery

Durlet has been producing upholstered furniture in Izegem,
Belgium since more than 50 years now.
The collection includes innovative and timeless seating
furniture as well as tables and coffee tables, for both the
residential and the contract market.
Traditional craftsmanship has always been blended with
modern efficiency and state-of- the- art technology.
From the beginning this has been done in close collaboration
with external designers, one of the company’s strengths. This
allows for a fully design-orientated process whereby every
step of Durlet’s manufacturing system is based on technical
and aesthetic excellence. Quality is an invisible but constant
factor that determines every detail: frames, springs, filling
materials, leather or textile.
Ability to customize and to make to measure are some of
Durlet’s important strengths in the contract market.
The company has realized prestigious projects for various
hotels,restaurants, boats,...

www.durlet.com
| Werkhuizenstraat 15, 8870 Izegem, Belgium | info@durlet.com |

GARDECO
art objects

GARDECO
art objects

Gardeco could be considered an art publisher that represents
artists and craftsmen. It’s where new ideas in art meet highend decoration, made from fine quality materials such as
ceramics, bronze and glass. Our goal is to introduce welltalented designers to a broader audience. All the pieces in
the different collections are created by local artisans, real
people that have feelings and respect for the Earth. For them,
to feel is as important as to see. There is no room for mass
production. Every piece is unique and handcrafted with care
and dedication, which adds an extra sense of grandeur to an
interior.
Exceptional commitment and work have led to a wide
diversification in styles and inspiration, which are able to
respond to the most varied aesthetic requirements. This
beauty through simplicity and commitment gives Gardeco a
unique place in the international art and design landscape.
The result is authenticity, timelessness and exclusive added
value based on craftsmanship and humanity, the ultimate
refinement for interior projects !

www.gardeco.eu
| Molendamstraat 12, 8210 Zedelgem, Belgium | info@gardeco.com |

LITHOSS
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LITHOSS
switches

Lithoss is an internationally renowned design company that
has been manufacturing design switches for fifteen years now.
We design, develop and manufacture our design light
switches and related products from beginning to end in our
own country. Our designers create and innovate. Passionate
experts give shape to their
ideas in accordance with the industry practices. All of these
elements, combined with the fact that we only use premium
materials, guarantee that our products are of extremely high
quality.
The Lithoss DNA translates into unique, hand-made products.
Gunpowder black and Tin antique are just two examples
whereby the secret of the unique production formula is passed
on from generation to generation. Our vivid textures are
created via manual processes. Treated with care and feeling,
these surfaces play with the light. The colour and the colour
perception differ depending on the incidence of light and the
angle the surfaces are viewed from.
The things that provide Lithoss with its unique and exclusive
character are the practically endless possibilities regarding
functionality, finish, combination options and personalization.
www.lithoss.be
| Rue des Bengalis 4, 7700 Moeskroen, Belgium | info@lithoss.be |
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outdoor furniture

MANUTTI
outdoor furniture

As a Belgian designer and manufacturer of exclusive outdoor
furniture, we have an unparalleled passion for the outdoor
experience. Ever since our creation in 2002, our goal is very
clear: creating a sense of exclusivity in a relaxed and enjoyable
outdoor environment.
We design outdoor chairs, sofas, tables and accessories for
both the contract and residential market. Because every space
demands a unique approach we offer customized solutions
with refined ‘Made in Belgium’ designs and a 360° approach.
As an international lifestyle brand present in more than 50
countries, we guarantee outstanding service and aim to make
your outdoor moments the best part of your day. Worldwide.

www.manutti.com
| Beverenstraat 13-17, 8540 Deerlijk, Belgium | info@manutti.com |

TAL
lighting

TAL
lighting

TAL, Belgium based designer and manufacturer of top quality
lighting systems, has a total dedication to quality. This word
is interpreted in the broadest sense possible as it not only
entails the use of the best available materials and finishes
but also covers topics such as innovation, competitive
pricing, good deliveries, attractive and user-friendly catalogue
material, support both pre- and post sales and the flexibility to
constantly produce trendsetting and exciting designs.
TAL’s mission is one of technical and aesthetical innovation
for every possible commercial, public or residential project.
Groundbreaking products such as our LAYERS family, Think
Small. collection, Geena, B4 and Victoria (many of which have
won prestigious awards) and exquisite collections such as
Cu29, Black&Gold and Dalsgaard are witness to this mission
and they are paving the way to our constant growth and
success.

www.tal.be
| Joos De Ter Beerstlaan 33, 8740 Pittem, Belgium | info@tal.be |
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UMBROSA
shade objects

The company, with headquarters in Belgium, offers a
thoughtful collection of classy and flexible shade solutions:
Paraflex, Ingenua, Icarus, Rimbou, Spectra, Eclipsum, Infina,
Nauta and Legno. Each of them ensures protection from the
sun in an easy and stylish way.
The shade solutions by Umbrosa are a clear statement by both
elegance and understated simplicity, and that in combination
with a never seen way of ergonomics that puts ‘easy to use’
to a higher dimension.
Umbrosa chooses very consciously to work with the best
international designers and to produce exclusively in Belgium.
Umbrosa is the specialist in state-of-art umbrellas for both
residential and commercial applications at an affordable price.
The team of designers pays special attention to the unique
character of nature and the daring creativity of each design.

www.umbrosa.com
| Beversesteenweg 565, 8800 Roeselare, Belgium | info@umbrosa.com |
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VERILIN
curtains & bedlinen

Verilin has been producing luxurious linen for the home and
highly durable linen for the hospitality sector since 1956. From
the very beginning, Verilin has opted for the highest quality
– an intrinsic value which still remains the company’s motto
today. A combination of tradition, craftsmanship, innovation
and creativity has made the Kortrijk-based manufacturer one
of the world’s foremost producers of luxury linen products.
Verilin manages to push the boundaries with a product that
has been anchored in Flemish culture for centuries. The
craftsmanship and innovative drive of Verilin have brought
international recognition for the company’s creations. More
recently, Verilin has also positioned itself as a provider of highgrade customised products: any linen dream can now become
reality, thanks to a high-tech machine park combined with the
professional craftsmanship in the workshop. Also unique is
the fact that the whole production process, from weaving to
finishing, still happens on-site under our own management. All
customising work is done in-house.

www.verilin.be
| Watermolenwal 32, 8501 Heule, Belgium | info@verilin.be |
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WOODSTOXX
wooden surfaces

Woodstoxx brings the warmth of wood in any project. We do
this with passion and with thrue professionalism.
Wood is our drive ... we are just crazy about wood. We want
to inspire our customers from our love for wood and respect
for nature is key.
We focus on having an appropriate product for each project.
Our product range (parquet flooring- decking– cladding) goes
from budget friendly to very high end products.
Quality of the end product is our main concern. The power of
Woodstoxx lies in the efficient approach of each project.
Our technical department integrates wood in projects that at
first sight, seem very complex. Large or small projects, we
think especially in terms of successful projects.

www.woodstoxx.be
| Hogeweg 245, 8930 Menen, Belgium | info@woodstoxx.be |
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